
Note To File:   

BOD Meeting 

January 14, 2021, 10:00 am  

(Video Conference) 

 

Present: 

BM (chair), PMS, RvanB, KS, AM(CIPM); Regrets PSk. 

 

1. Call to Order: Bruce (chair) started BOD meeting at 10:00H 

 

2. Agenda Approval / Additions to the Agenda; no additions, agenda 

accepted prop: KS sec RvB. KS agreed to prepare minutes in absence of PS 

 

3. Approval of Minutes of December 3, 2020; Unavailable.  

 

4. Confirmation of e-votes: None 

 

5. Confirmation of decisions: None 

 

6. Financial: Report was tabled earlier (see attached). PS noted finances to 

date were consistent with budgetary expectations and the finance report from 

CIPM has the same conclusion. There had been an issue with water invoices 

this is resolved. The RF is satisfactory and conforms with current expenses. 

In response to a query about insurance, AM indicated CI had not received a 

costing so far but given what is happening elsewhere an increase could be 

anticipated. Also AM noted no invoice has been received for the 

forthcoming audit period. Treasurer noted that the process to develop the RG 

Budget for 2021-22 FY has been engaged target is draft for early March 

BOD meeting for review; April Forum to advise owners.  

 

7. New Issues for discussion: In the absence of PS a review was made of the 

Issues document circulated in advance. 



                    A) Re-keying RG: No action anticipated - review post pandemic 

 

                    B)  Entry system: main issue is the 959 entry system. Rudy noted that 

there are advances occurring with entry system technology. The 969 entry-pad 

facility was a patch-in when implemented several years ago and lacks aesthetics 

befitting RG.  ACTION: AM to secure quote to upgrade both entry doors 959 and 

969 with touch pad connections that handle both cell and land line phones.  

                   C)  Balcony netting report: note outlining the specifications required be 

RG for unit owners to install netting prepared by RvB to be recirculated for review 

by BOD and comment back by Jan. 18/21 

                  D) Junk in garbage rooms: Action: AM to advise when City poick-up 

house wares; smaller items to be put into waste containers for disposal. KS to affix 

notice on doors about disposal of garbage and electronic wares. 

                 E) New carpets in garage elevator entrances etc: AM had a quote from 

Giant Carpets to install at $857.50. Agreed to advance this project if the carpet 

installers are comfortable entering RG. Motion to install consistent with quote new 

industrial grade carpeting in basement garage entrances. Proposed PS sec Rudy. 

                F) Verdun visit Jan 15: to undertake repairs considered essential. 

                G) GoO update of Condo Act: AM to circulate notice to all units. BM 

preparing RG position which will b e circulated for review and then sent as 

CCC423 submission. 

                H) Mandoors: Not a Verdun issue. AM to secure cost to replace 

mandoors with a view to rreplacing defective doors in summer 2021. This would 

be a RFS issue in next FY 21-22. 

                I) Atwill update: AM to secure cost of Port-a-potty for spring Atwill 

work.  

               G) Tenant list: with recent resident turnover, several concerns were raised 

about names on tenant list. AM to contact several units to ensure names correct as 

this is Fire Marshall issue. 

 

 



 

8. Issues Document: 

               A) Management  

                A.1 - No update on digitization. 

               B) Physical 

               B.1 Issue closed vent cleaned. Awaiting invoice from 1Cleanair 

               B.2 Refer earlier RvB to resend doc with Jan 18 deadline. 

               B.5 Verdun will need boom. Later in spring. Will need to be coordinated 

with Atwill and City to close sidewalk. Use boom to replace soffit at same time – 

save money! 

              B.7  RvB has secured caulking material and in spring will action the 

resealing. Invoice to follow for caulking of Skylights  

              B.9. Purifier delivered to 408 for use and no complaints from neighbors 

              B.10 Guillotine to be installed in 969 garbage room. $850 for unit 

installed. Motion to install guillotine Prop RvB Sec PS. Agreed. AM to action. 

              B.12 Refer B.5 - action spring 

              B.14 Awaiting AM proposal for replacing units. 

              B.16 Locksmith to be asked to examine 959 post box lock and replace. 

Use same key for 969 and 959. 

              B.17 Composting – BM to send letter to Eco Sub ctte to BOD for review 

              B.18 Carpets – see notes above. 

              B.19 AM to get quote for garage drain and examine all units. 

              B.21 Completed 

 

9. Action items: 

               A) Weekly RG inspection: BOD will cover during lockdown. 



               B) Electrical system: RvB noted there were deficiencies in the wiring at 

entrance for 969 – not to code that need to be rectified. EG the sensor for lights on 

archway is nonfunctional and needs changing – perhaps to motion sensored 

lighting. Action: add this issue onto the Issues document 

    C) Request from new owner for newspaper delivery to unit door. Owner wants 

newspaper deliverer to access 959 and put daily news at their door. Noted there are 

many newspapers delivered in RG and this occurs middle of night. Givin g the 

deliverer the key to enter will not solve the issue as a key is needed to pass through 

the inner door. Moreover, there is video camera surveillance at door.  Request 

denied.  AM to advise owner. 

 

10. Next Meeting: February 18th at 6pm. A Virtual Forum at 6pm, with BOD at 

6:30pm 

               

11. Meeting concluded at 11:35am. 

 

PS Jan 14, 2021. 

 

    

++++++++++++++ 

Treasurer’s Report - CCC423 January 2021 

As we begin the new year 2021, some finance and economic context will be an appropriate step 

concerning the economic environment facing RG. Uncertainty will dominate markets in the first 

half of 2021 - global, north American and Canadian – which continue to face the pandemic, 

slowed domestic growth as well as ongoing important geo-political issues. With global economic 

aggregates sluggish, the consensus for Canadian recovery and a return to broader, sustained 

economic growth at this stage of the pandemic is low. Reflective of the market uncertainties is 

the Canadian labour market where job losses and increased unemployment occurred in 

December. Whereas the Canadian economy showed some efforts to return to more robust growth 

in the last quarter of 2020, a failure of growth pickup in the USA market post- election, will 

result in muted to slow growth in Canada given the high degree of market integration. 

Meanwhile the pandemic is expected to be rampant through early 2021 and is showing few signs 

that it is abating with new variants emerging in the UK, South Africa and recently Canada. 

Further, with reported slow vaccine distribution in Canada prospects do not augur well for “herd 



immunity” and an associated economic recovery. There will be both fiscal and monetary policy 

implications for Canada regarding these international and domestic market developments and 

these will likely be reflected in the forthcoming spring federal Budget. 

What does this mean for CCC423? As noted, monetary and fiscal policy see Canadian inflation 

and Bank of Canada interest rates continuing at low rates. As a result, the cost of goods 

purchased by the CCC423 remain relatively constant. However, in the service sector, the 

contracting market in Ottawa remains tight pushing up potential service costs. Fiscal stimuli 

from various levels of government are enabling people and homes to stay afloat during this time 

of considerable uncertainty. 

In budget terms, for CCC423, there was a welcome pandemic announcement last December by 

the Ontario Gov. that hydro electricity rates would be cut to assist homes cope with housing 

costs. Full details are not yet available, but nevertheless a welcome development. The City of 

Ottawa passed it’s budget for 2021 in late December 2020. The average increase in the City 

budget was 3%, slightly higher than inflation due to some urgent City-wide infrastructure 

investment/renewal initiatives. There was an increase for water rates of 4.5% (our largest cost 

item) as well as sewage and garbage disposal increase of 10%. These key items will hold 

implications in the forthcoming CCC423 budgetary cycle. 

The late onset of winter will have a positive impact easing gas costs to heat the garage driveway; 

it also allowed completion of one aspect of the CCC423 Atwell infrastructure repairs (a Reserve 

Fund outlay) allowing the front wall of the building to be completed - from an aesthetic 

perspective the walls and entrance in front of RG now add a degree of respectability once again 

to the structure. But there is more to infrastructure under the Atwell contract to come in the 

spring. 

Operations Budget: 

Reviewing the current status in the operations budget, with two-thirds of the current 20-21 year 

completed, finds the revenue deposits consistent with the eight-month expectation. There are a 

few minor outstanding A/R but not any significant defaults. 

On the Expenditure side, most line items are consistent with budgetary expectations. On the 

Utilities side, gas use is down probably due to the late onset of winter; Hydro costs show savings 

likely the result of GO prescribed price cuts; however, water and sewage costs showed important 

increases likely due to the main valve break in May and the irrigation system default in late 

summer, both issues increasing usage of water. For Contracts generally, there have been higher 

reported cost for both Fire system maintenance and Elevator maintenance. These increases could 

be due to costs that should have been allocated into other budget codes where below budget costs 

are showing below budget (i.e., 5530 and 5555). Pest control contract costs are reported above 

budget for the May-December period given costs associated with bird nesting and mice control 

during the year. For General repairs, the pandemic has elevated cleaning supplies costs; HVAC 

costs were reported higher for the May-December period but is close to overall buget expectation 

for the year – likely the service costs during the summer. The costs for office supplies for the 

eight months show significant increases and could be related to posting more notices throughout 



the building perhaps CI could elaborate. As we are all familiar with Bank charges which never 

cease to increase, yes for RG they were above budget expectations. Overall, net income is 

showing a positive increase against the expected annual net income – a result reflecting some 

cost savings. 

Reserve Fund: 

A review of the Reserve Fund for December 2020 shows some $161.7k cash deposit and also 

some $263.7k of investments. The status of the RF ($425.4k) is therefore adequate to cover 

anticipated committed infrastructure outlays in the remainder of 20-21 FY. With winter upon us, 

and some of the Atwell contract finished, the Reserve Fund is well disposed for contingencies 

going forward. 

CCC423 2021-21 Budget process: 

Moving forward, the budget preparations for the coming fiscal year will begin shortly. If 

residents have any specific observations about the budget comments are most welcome at: 

backwell60@icloud.com 

PS January10, 2021 

 

mailto:backwell60@icloud.com

